Explore How ManageBac Supports the MYP

#MBforMYP

ManageBac for the MYP
ManageBac for the MYP
Designed for the Modern IB Middle Years Programme

Collaboratively plan your curriculum using built-in unit planners.
Streamline assessment and reporting with built-in MYP criteria and grade boundaries.
Manage the Personal and Community Projects from initial proposal to assessment.
Integrated assessment & reporting with personalised report cards.
Improve school-to-home communication with students & parents.
Collaboratively Plan Your Curriculum

With built-in unit planners, you can:

✔ **Centralise curriculum planning:** Collaboratively create, edit and share unit planners across year levels and subjects in real-time.

✔ **Go Global:** Built-in global contexts, key concepts, assessment criteria, objectives, ATL skills, learner profile and standards.

✔ **See the Big Picture:** Browse whole-school curriculum and analytics to build interdisciplinary connections and identify gaps.
Reporting

Expertise in Designing Complex and Comprehensive Student Report Cards

Pre-built reporting templates facilitate term-based reporting of academic performance alongside Service as Action, Personal and Community Projects, and custom assessment options and rubrics.

Report cards can include a customisable cover letter with signature, learner profile, ATL skills evaluation, overall progress including homeroom advisory comments and attendance, extra-curricular activities and final grade descriptions. Generate reports individually or in bulk as print-ready PDFs which can also be distributed securely to parents and students online with optional email notifications.
Manage Service as Action
With the IB MYP Manager

✓ Track Progress: Effectively track Service as Action progress using built-in MYP learning outcomes for service.

✓ Add Activities: Plan service experiences and request Coordinator approval.

✓ Record and Reflect: Upload evidence and reflections in the form of photos, videos, journal entries and more.

✓ Feedback and Review: Communicate via the Message Board and request Supervisor reviews for each experience.

"The smallest act of kindness is worth more than the grandest intention."
Oscar Wilde
Assessment

A criterion-related, holistic approach to assessment with ‘best-fit’ judgment

Use descriptors to identify achievement levels against MYP assessment criteria in individual tasks and assessments, and provide timely written feedback to help students improve. Customise category weightings, grade boundaries and rubrics for all or specific subjects. Administrators can track in real-time the progress of term grade submissions by subject or student.
Streamline Projects

Manage the Personal and Community Projects from initial proposal to assessment:

✓ **Track Progress:** Track and approve student proposals with built-in Global Contexts.

✓ **Collaborate:** Use Notes and Interviews for communication, feedback and goal setting.

✓ **Plan:** Breakdown projects into to-do lists and check them off when complete.

✓ **Assess:** Complete the assessment using built-in criteria and export directly to PDF.

✓ **Reflect:** Students reflect meaningfully through the Journals in which they can upload text, websites, photos, files and more.
For More MYP Resources

Visit managebac.com/ib-myp
Meet AssessPrep: A Next Generation Assessment Platform

AssessPrep examination conditions directly mirror those provided by the IB in MYP eAssessment, including an offline application, a variety of question formats ranging from multiple choice to short answer questions, and interactive questions that incorporate labels, graphs, and flow-charts.

The integration between ManageBac and AssessPrep includes:

- streamlined on-boarding with seamless transfer of teacher, class, and student data from ManageBac to AssessPrep
- pre-populated IB DP & MYP syllabus topics by subject in AssessPrep
- ability to directly create practice exams from ManageBac as a teacher
- direct single-sign-on via LaunchPad without the need to separately login
Let's Connect!

We are building an online resource center focused on the MYP. Discover events, webinars, and blog posts created by MYP leaders at managebac.com/ib-myp.

Our team is only a phone call away - 24 hours a day! Feel free to contact the ManageBac support team with any queries related to using MangeBac for the MYP.

Contact Us

🇺🇸 +1 866 297 7022
🇸🇬 +65 8175 8152
🇬🇧 +44 208 133 7489
🇭🇰 +852 8175 8152
🇨🇳 +86 400 009 9225
🇦🇺 +61 2 8006 2335

managebac.com/contact-us